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io fame. The adoption of Delphoi as a second central point
is probably later ; when both the League and the oracular
shrine of Apollo were increasing in fame, the former adopts
the latter as its " capital ", to their mutual advantage. The
delegates at any rate always continued to be known as
Pylagorai, " Speakers in the Gate " and not as Pythagorai
" Speakers at Pytho " as one would otherwise have expected.
This was the most famous of those Greek " leagues of
neighbours " for religious purposes, of which we have spoken
(pp. 14<3, 201). Greek religion was not unethical, and the
opportunity of intercourse must have fostered friendly
feelings, or at least a mitigation of the early Greek's hostility
towards all " foreigners " as between the members. Hence,
though warfare between member-states was frequent, the
Amphiktyony has it to its credit that all were pledged never
utterly to destroy, nor to cut off from its supply of running
water, any member-city,1 Otherwise the League as a League
took political action only in. defence of its shrines. It will
surprise no one to find that in these crusades or " sacred
Wars" economic and other not strictly religious con-
siderations played a conspicuous part.
The advantages of membership of the Amphiktyony
were sufficiently obvious and it came to include the whole
of north-eastern Greece; Phokis, Lokris, Boiotia, the
lonians of Euboia, the Dorians of the four " miserable little
cities " 8 in the glens of Oita, with the Thessalians and their
six subject nations. By the use of these seven votes Thessaly
could control the decisions of the League, but at what date
this result was secured we have no means of judging.3
1 Aischines, On the Embassy, p. 43.	8 Str. ix, 427.
3 I should be inclined to suspect not until the Thessalian domination of
central Greece in the early sixth century, (So, Gary, in C.^t./f, iii, p. 604.)
The argument that the subjects of the Thessaiians appear nominally on level
terms with their masters and that therefore the league must have won this
extent while these tribes were still free (Beloch, G.Q, I, i, p, 330, n. 8) can
hardly hold, Maliana and Ainianes, living close at hand, were no doubt among
the earliest members, but the Thessaliana were quite capable of introducing
their loyal " allies ", the Magnetes and Perrhaiboi, expressly in order to
increase their own representation. So, too, we cannot argue that the Thessalian
membership of the league is later than the creation of the Thessalian state
by union of the four tetrarchies, since otherwise the names of these would

